
ABSTRACT
Ad hoc wireless networks enable new and

exciting applications, but also pose significant
technical challenges. In this article we give a
brief overview of ad hoc wireless networks and
their applications with a particular emphasis on
energy constraints. We then discuss recent
advances in the link, multiple access, network,
and application protocols for these networks.
We show that cross-layer design of these proto-
cols is imperative to meeting emerging applica-
tion requirements, particularly when energy is a
limited resource.

ad hoc [Latin.]
a. For this purpose, to this end; for the
particular purpose in hand or in view.
b. attrib. or as adj. Devoted, appointed, and
so on, to or for some particular purpose.

Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd Edition

INTRODUCTION
An ad hoc wireless network is a collection of
wireless mobile nodes that self-configure to form
a network without the aid of any established
infrastructure, as shown in Fig. 1. Without an
inherent infrastructure, the mobiles handle the
necessary control and networking tasks by them-
selves, generally through the use of distributed
control algorithms. Multihop connections,
whereby intermediate nodes send the packets
toward their final destination, are supported to
allow for efficient wireless communication
between parties that are relatively far apart. Ad
hoc wireless networks are highly appealing for
many reasons. They can be rapidly deployed and
reconfigured. They can be tailored to specific
applications, as implied by Oxford’s definition.
They are also highly robust due to their dis-
tributed nature, node redundancy, and the lack
of single points of failure. These characteristics

are especially important for military applications,
and much of the groundbreaking research in ad
hoc wireless networking was supported by the
(Defense) Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) [1–3]. Despite much research activity
over the last several decades on wireless commu-
nications in general, and ad hoc wireless net-
works in particular, there remain many
significant technical challenges in the design of
these networks. In this tutorial we describe some
of these technical challenges and possible
approaches to solving them, with a special
emphasis on how finite node energy impacts
each layer of the network protocol stack.

The lack of infrastructure inherent to ad hoc
wireless networks is best illustrated by contrast
with the most prevalent wireless networks today:
cellular systems and wireless local area networks
(WLANs). In cellular telephone networks the
geographic area of interest is divided into regions
called cells. A mobile terminal located in a given
cell communicates directly with a base station
located at or near the center of each cell, as
shown in Fig. 2. Thus, there is no peer-to-peer
communication between mobiles. All communi-
cation is via the base station through single-hop
routing, although recent work indicates that mul-
tihop routing to the base station can significantly
improve performance [4–6]). Each base station
is connected by a high-speed link (typically
wired) to a mobile switching center (MSC) that
in turn is connected to the public switched tele-
phone network (PSTN). The base stations and
MSC perform all control and networking func-
tions, including authentication, call routing, and
handoff. The mobile units that constitute the
wireless portion of this network depend entirely
on the base station/MSC/PSTN infrastructure for
connectivity and centralized control. Most
WLANs have a similar centralized single-hop
architecture: mobile nodes communicate directly
with a centralized access point that is connected
to the backbone Internet, and the access point
performs all networking and control functions
for the mobile nodes. In contrast, an ad hoc
wireless network has peer-to-peer communica-
tion, distributed networking and control func-
tions among all nodes, and multihop routing.

This discussion should not be taken to mean
that ad hoc wireless networks are completely
flat; that is, cannot have any infrastructure or
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pre-established node hierarchy. Indeed, many ad
hoc wireless networks form a backbone infra-
structure from a subset of nodes in the network
to improve network reliability and capacity [7].
Similarly, some nodes may be chosen to perform
as base stations for neighboring nodes [8]. The
distinguishing emphasis in the ad hoc approach
lies in the design requirements. Ad hoc wireless
networks may exploit infrastructure to improve
network performance. However, while the infra-
structure provides the side benefit of enhanced
performance, it is not a fundamental design
principle of the network.

Ad hoc networks are quite common in the
wired world. Indeed, most LANs, metropolitan
area networks (MANs), and wide area networks
(WANs), including the Internet, have an ad hoc
structure. However, the broadcast nature of the
radio channel introduces characteristics in ad
hoc wireless networks that are not present in
their wired counterparts. In particular, a radio
channel allows a node to transmit a signal direct-
ly to any other node. The link signal-to-interfer-
ence-plus-noise power ratio (SINR) between two
communicating nodes will typically decrease as
the distance between the nodes increases, and
will also depend on the signal propagation and
interference environment. Moreover, this link
SINR varies randomly over time due to the
mobility of the nodes that typically changes the
transmission distance, propagation environment,
and interference characteristics. Link SINR
determines the communication performance of
the link: the data rate and associated probability
of packet error or bit error (bit error rate or
BER) that can be supported on the link. Links
with very low SINRs are not typically used due
to their extremely poor performance, leading to
partial connectivity among all nodes in the net-
work, as shown in Fig. 1. However, link connec-
tivity is not a binary decision, since nodes can
back off on their transmission rate or increase
their transmit power as link SINR degrades and
still maintain connectivity [9, 10]. This is illus-
trated by the different line widths corresponding
to different link qualities in Fig. 1. Link connec-
tivity also changes as nodes enter and leave the
network, and this connectivity can be controlled
by adapting the transmit power of existing net-
work nodes to the presence of a new node [11].

The flexibility in link connectivity that results
from varying link parameters such as power and
data rate has major implications for routing.
Nodes can send packets directly to their final
destination via single-hop routing as long as the
link SINR is above some minimal threshold.
However, single-hop routing can cause excessive
interference to surrounding nodes. Routing over
a single hop may also require a relatively low
rate or have a high probability of bit or packet
error if the link SINR is low, thereby introducing
excessive delays. Alternatively, packets can be
forwarded from source to destination by inter-
mediate nodes at a link rate commensurate with
the forwarding link SINR. Routing via forward-
ing by intermediate nodes is called multihop
routing. Several recent research results indicate
that ideal multihop routing significantly increas-
es the capacity of ad hoc wireless networks [4,
12], but achieving these gains through a decen-

tralized routing strategy remains elusive. The
channel and network dynamics of ad hoc wire-
less systems coupled with multihop routing make
it difficult to support multimedia requirements
of high speed and low delay. However, flexibility
in the link, access, network, and application pro-
tocols can be exploited to compensate for and
even take advantage of these dynamics.

Energy constraints are not inherent to all ad
hoc wireless networks. Devices in an ad hoc
wireless network may be stationary and attached
to a large energy source. Mobile devices may be
part of a large vehicle, such as a car or tank, that
can generate significant amounts of power over
the long term. However, many ad hoc wireless
network nodes will be powered by batteries with
limited lifetime. Some of the most exciting appli-
cations for ad hoc wireless networks follow this
paradigm. This motivates our focus on energy
constraints. Devices with rechargeable batteries
must conserve energy to maximize time between
recharging. Of particular interest are devices
that cannot be recharged, that is, sensors that
are imbedded in walls or dropped into a remote
region. Energy constraints impact both the hard-
ware operation and the signal transmission asso-
ciated with node operation. It is often assumed
that the transmit power associated with packet
transmission dominates power consumption.
However, signal processing associated with pack-
et transmission and reception, and even hard-
ware operation in a standby mode, consume
nonnegligible power as well [13, 14]. This entails

■ Figure 1. Ad hoc network structure.

■ Figure 2. Cellular system architecture.
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interesting energy trade-offs across protocol lay-
ers. At the link layer many communications
techniques that reduce transmit power require a
significant amount of signal processing. It is
widely assumed that the energy required for this
processing is small and continues to decrease
with ongoing improvements in hardware technol-
ogy [13, 15]. However, the results in [14] suggest
that these energy costs are still significant. This
would indicate that energy-constrained systems
must develop energy-efficient processing tech-
niques that minimize power requirements across
all levels of the protocol stack and also minimize
message passing for network control, since these
entail significant transmitter and receiver energy
costs. Sleep modes for nodes must be similarly
optimized, since these modes conserve standby
energy but may entail energy costs at other pro-
tocol layers due to associated complications in
access and routing. The hardware and operating
system design in the node can also be optimized
to conserve energy: techniques for this optimiza-
tion are described in [14, 16].

Another important characteristic of ad hoc
wireless networks is mobility in the network
nodes. Mobility impacts all layers of the network
protocol stack. At the link layer it determines
how fast the link characteristics change and
whether or not the link connectivity is stable
over time. At the medium access control (MAC)
layer it affects how long measurements regarding
channel and interference conditions remain in
effect and how scheduling algorithms perform.
At the network layer mobility has major implica-
tions for the performance of different routing
protocols. The impact of mobility on network
performance ultimately dictates which applica-
tions can be supported on a highly mobile net-
work. The impact of mobility on ad hoc wireless
network design will be discussed in more detail
throughout the article.

The remainder of this article is organized as
follows. In the next section we discuss applica-
tions for ad hoc wireless networks, including
data networks, home networks, device networks,
sensor networks, and distributed control. We
address cross-layer design in ad hoc wireless net-
works: what it is, why it is needed, and how it
can be done. Link layer design issues are dis-
cussed, where we describe the fundamental
capacity limits at the link layer, and high-perfor-
mance link layer designs that include coding,
multiple antennas, power control, and adaptive
resource allocation. We discuss the MAC layer
design issues, including the trade-offs inherent to
frequency/time/code channelization and the
assignment of users to these channels via ran-
dom access or scheduling. This section also
describes the role power control can play in mul-
tiple access. Networking issues such as neighbor
discovery, network connectivity, scalability, rout-
ing, and network capacity are outlined. We
describe techniques for the network to adapt to
the application requirements and the application
to adapt to network capabilities. A summary of
the design challenges inherent to ad hoc wireless
networks and some parting thoughts make up
the final section.

APPLICATIONS
Since the ad hoc wireless network paradigm tai-
lors the network design to the intended applica-
tion, it will be useful to consider potential
applications in some detail. In what follows we
consider both military and commercial applica-
tions. We see that several design requirements
are common to both types of systems, especially
the need for energy efficiency. Military applica-
tions often require the self-configuring nature
and lack of infrastructure inherent to ad hoc
wireless networks, even if it results in a signifi-
cant cost or performance penalty. The lack of
infrastructure is also highly appealing for com-
mercial systems, since it precludes a large invest-
ment to get the network up and running, and
deployment costs may then scale with network
success. Other commercial advantages include
ease of network reconfiguration and reduced
maintenance costs. However, these advantages
must be balanced against any performance
penalty resulting from the need for distributed
network control.

In this section we consider the following
applications: data networks, home networks,
device networks, sensor networks, and distribut-
ed control systems. Note that this list is by no
means comprehensive, and in fact the success of
ad hoc wireless networks hinges on making them
sufficiently flexible so that there can be acciden-
tal successes. Therein lies the design dilemma
for ad hoc wireless networks. If the network is
designed for maximum flexibility to support
many applications (a one-size-fits-all network), it
will be difficult to tailor the network to different
application requirements. This will likely result
in poor performance for some applications,
especially those with high rate requirements or
stringent delay constraints. On the other hand, if
the network is tailored to a few specific applica-
tions, designers must predict in advance what
these “killer applications” will be — a risky
proposition. Ideally an ad hoc wireless network
must be sufficiently flexible to support many dif-
ferent applications while adapting its perfor-
mance to the given set of applications in
operation at any given time. The cross layer
design discussed below provides this flexibility
along with the ability to tailor protocol design to
the energy constraints in the nodes.

DATA NETWORKS
Ad hoc wireless networks can support data
exchange between laptops, palmtops, personal
digital assistants (PDAs), and other information
devices. We focus on two types of wireless data
networks: LANs with coverage over a relatively
small area (a room, floor, or building) and
MANs with coverage over several square miles
(a metropolitan area or battlefield). The goal of
WLANs is to provide peak data rates on the
order of 10–100 Mb/s, similar to what is avail-
able on a wired LAN, for low-mobility and sta-
tionary users. Commercial WLAN standards
such as 802.11a and 802.11b provide data rates
on this order; however, the individual user rates
are much less if there are many users accessing
the system. Moreover, these commercial LANs
are not really based on an ad hoc structure. The
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normal 802.11 network configuration is a star
topology with one wireless access point and sin-
gle-hop routing from the mobile units to the
access point. While the 802.11 standard does
support a peer-to-peer architecture in the form
of the Independent Base Service Set (IBSS) con-
figuration option, it is not widely used and its
performance is somewhat poor [17].

Wireless MANs typically require multihop
routing since they cover a large area. The chal-
lenge in these networks is to support high data
rates, in a cost-effective manner, over multiple
hops, where the link quality of each hop is dif-
ferent and changes with time. The lack of cen-
tralized network control and potential for
high-mobility users further complicates this
objective. Military programs such as DARPA’s
Global Mobile Information Systems (GLOMO)
have invested much time and money in building
high-speed wireless MANs that support multi-
media, with limited success [18, 19]. Wireless
MANs have also permeated the commercial sec-
tor, with Metricom the best example [20]. While
Metricom did deliver fairly high data rates
throughout several major metropolitan areas,
the deployment cost was quite large and signifi-
cant demand never materialized. Metricom filed
for protection under Chapter XI of the Federal
Bankruptcy Code in fall 2000.

Note that energy efficiency is a major issue in
the design of wireless data networks. The canon-
ical example of an ad hoc wireless data network
is a distributed collection of laptop computers.
Laptops are highly limited in battery power, so
power must be conserved as much as possible. In
addition, a laptop acting as a router for other
laptops could drain its battery forwarding pack-
ets for other users. This would leave no power
for the laptop user and would initiate a change
in network topology. Thus, these networks must
conserve battery power in all communication
functions, and devise routing strategies that use
residual power at each node of the network in a
fair and efficient manner.

HOME NETWORKS
Home networks are envisioned to support com-
munication between PCs, laptops, PDAs, cord-
less phones, smart appliances, security and
monitoring systems, consumer electronics, and
entertainment systems anywhere in and around
the home. The applications for such networks
are limited only by the imagination. For exam-
ple, using a PDA in the bedroom one could scan
stored music titles on a PC and direct the bed-
room stereo to play a favorite piece, check the
temperature in the living room and increase it by
a few degrees, check the daily TV programming
from the Internet and direct the VCR to record
a show that night, access voice messages and dis-
play them using a voice-to-text conversion soft-
ware, check stocks on the Internet and send
selling instructions to a broker, and start the cof-
fee maker and toaster, all without getting up
from the bed. Other applications include smart
rooms that sense people and movement, and
adjust light and heating accordingly, “aware
homes” that network sensors and computers for
assisted living of seniors and those with disabili-
ties, video or sensor monitoring systems with the

intelligence to coordinate and interpret data and
alert the home owner and the appropriate police
or fire department of unusual patterns, intelli-
gent appliances that coordinate with each other
and with the Internet for remote control, soft-
ware upgrades, and to schedule maintenance,
and entertainment systems that allow access to a
VCR, Tivo box, or PC from any television or
stereo system in the home [21–24].

There are several design challenges for such
networks. One of the biggest is the need to sup-
port the varied quality of service (QoS) require-
ments for different home networking
applications. QoS in this context refers to the
requirements of a particular application, typical-
ly data rates and delay constraints, which can be
quite stringent for home entertainment systems.
Other big challenges include cost and the need
for standardization, since all of the devices being
supported on this type of home network must
follow the same networking standard. Note that
the different devices accessing a home network
have very different power constraints: some will
have a fixed power source and be effectively
unconstrained, while others will have very limit-
ed battery power and may not be rechargeable.
Thus, one of the biggest challenges in home net-
work design is to leverage power in uncon-
strained devices to take on the heaviest
communication and networking burden, such
that the networking requirements for all nodes
in the network, regardless of their power con-
straints, can be met.

One approach to home networking is to use
an existing WLAN standard such as 802.11 [25].
But 802.11 has several limitations for this type of
application. First, it most commonly supports a
star architecture with a single access point and all
devices talking directly to this access node. This
star architecture eliminates the benefits of multi-
hop routing, and while multihop routing is possi-
ble in 802.11, as noted above, its performance is
poor. In addition, 802.11 uses a statistical multiple
access protocol, which makes it difficult to sup-
port the quality required in home entertainment
systems. 802.11b is also somewhat limited in data
rate (1–10 Mb/s), and while the 802.11a standard
supports much higher rates (10–70 Mb/s), it is
mainly designed for packet data applications and
not media streaming. While protocols to support
media streaming on top of 802.11a are being
developed (802.11e), this type of overlay will like-
ly be insufficient to provide high-quality wireless
home entertainment.

A natural choice for home networking is a
peer-to-peer ad hoc wireless network. Much of
the communication in home networks will take
place between peer devices, so peer-to-peer com-
munication eliminates the overhead of going
through a centralized node. In addition, many of
the devices in a home network will be low-power
or battery-limited. In an ad hoc wireless network
these devices need only communicate with their
nearest neighbors (typically a short distance away)
to maintain connectivity with (all) other devices in
the home. Thus, multihop routing will be very
beneficial to such devices in terms of energy sav-
ings. Most home networking applications involve
stationary or low-mobility nodes, so the protocols
need not support high mobility. Ad hoc wireless
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networks will be challenged to provide high-
quality media streaming for home entertain-
ment, and this is an open area of active research.

Home networking is being pushed strongly by
the HomeRF working group, which has devel-
oped an open industry standard for such net-
works that combines a centralized and
peer-to-peer structure [23]. The working group
for HomeRF was initiated by Intel, HP,
Microsoft, Compaq, and IBM. The main compo-
nent of the HomeRF protocol is its Shared Wire-
less Access Protocol (SWAP). SWAP is designed
to carry both voice and data traffic and to inter-
operate with the PSTN and the Internet. SWAP
is a combination of a managed network that pro-
vides isochronous services (e.g., real-time voice
and video) via a centralized network controller
(the main home PC) along with an ad hoc peer-
to-peer network for data devices. The central-
ized network controller is not required, but
greatly facilitates providing dedicated bandwidth
to isochronous applications. Bandwidth sharing
is enabled by frequency-hop spread spectrum at
50 hops/s. HomeRF also supports a time-division
service for delivery of interactive voice and other
time-critical services, and a random access pro-
tocol for high-speed packet data. The transmit
power for HomeRF is specified at 100 mW,
which provides a data rate of 1–2 Mb/s. Howev-
er, in August 2000 the FCC authorized a fivefold
increase in the HomeRF bandwidth, effectively
increasing data rates to 10 Mb/s. The range of
HomeRF covers a typical home and backyard.
HomeRF products operating in the 2.4 GHz
band are currently on the market in the
$100–$200 price range. Details on these products
can be found at http://www.homerf.org.

DEVICE NETWORKS
Device networks support short-range wireless
connections between devices. Such networks are
primarily intended to replace inconvenient cabled
connections with wireless connections. Thus, the
need for cables and the corresponding connectors
between cell phones, modems, headsets, PDAs,
computers, printers, projectors, network access
points, and other such devices is eliminated.
Clearly many of these devices have limited battery
life, but are generally rechargeable. Thus, device
networks require energy efficiency.

The main technology driver for such networks
is Bluetooth [8, 26]. The Bluetooth standard is
based on a tiny microchip incorporating a radio
transceiver that is built into digital devices. The
transceiver takes the place of a connecting cable
for electronic devices. Up to eight Bluetooth
devices can form a star topology network (a
piconet) with one node acting as a master and
the other nodes acting as slaves. The master
node is responsible for synchronization and
scheduling transmissions of the slave nodes.
Piconets can also be interconnected, leading to a
multihop topology. Bluetooth is mainly for short-
range communications, such as from a laptop to
a nearby printer or from a cell phone to a wire-
less headset. Its normal range of operation is 10
m (at 1 mW transmit power), and this range can
be increased to 100 m by increasing the transmit
power to 100 mW. The system operates in the
unregulated 2.4 GHz frequency band; hence, it

can be used worldwide without any licensing
issues. The Bluetooth standard provides 1 data
channel at 721 kb/s and up to three voice chan-
nels at 56 kb/s for an aggregate bit rate on the
order of 1 Mb/s. Networking is done via a packet
switching protocol based on frequency hopping
at 1600 hops/s. Energy constraints played a large
role in the design of Bluetooth, with a goal of
using as little energy from the host device as
possible. Bluetooth uses a range of techniques in
its hardware, communication, and networking
protocols to preserve energy, including power-
efficient modulation, a limited transmission
range, smart packet detection, and intelligent
sleep scheduling [26].

The Bluetooth standard was developed jointly
by 3Com, Ericsson, Intel, IBM, Lucent, Microsoft,
Motorola, Nokia, and Toshiba. Over 1300 manu-
facturers have now adopted the standard, and
products compatible with Bluetooth are starting
to appear on the market now. Some of the prod-
ucts currently available include a wireless headset
for cell phones (Ericsson), a wireless USB or
RS232 connector (RTX Telecom, Adayma), wire-
less PCMCIA cards (IBM), and wireless set-top
boxes (Eagle Wireless). The prognosis for Blue-
tooth has been varied, progressing from the early
euphoria of the late 1990s to pessimism and
claims of premature death in 2000 to the current
outlook of guarded optimism.

SENSOR NETWORKS
Sensor networks have enormous potential for
both consumer and military applications. For the
military, it is now painfully clear that the wars of
the 21st century will differ significantly from
those of the 20th. Enemy targets will be small,
mobile, and generally found in extremely hostile
terrain. If the war in Afghanistan is any indication,
the targets in future combats will be small and dif-
ficult to detect from great distances. Future mili-
tary missions will therefore require that sensors
and other intelligence gathering mechanisms be
placed close to their intended targets. The poten-
tial threat to these mechanisms is therefore quite
high, so it follows that the technology used must
be highly redundant and require as little support
as possible from friendly forces. An apparent solu-
tion to these constraints lies in large arrays of pas-
sive electromagnetic, optical, chemical, and
biological sensors. These can be used to identify
and track targets, and can also serve as a first line
of detection for various types of attacks. A third
function lies in the support of the movement of
unmanned robotic vehicles. For example, optical
sensor networks can provide networked naviga-
tion, routing vehicles around obstacles while guid-
ing them into position for defense or attack. The
design considerations for some industrial applica-
tions are quite similar to those for military appli-
cations. In particular, sensor arrays can be
deployed and used for remote sensing in nuclear
power plants, mines, and other industrial venues.

Examples of sensor networks for the home
environment include electricity, gas, and water
meters that can be read remotely through wire-
less connections. The broad use of simple meter-
ing devices within the home can help consumers
identify and regulate devices like air condition-
ers and hot water heaters that are significant
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consumers of power and gas. Simple attachments
to power plugs can serve as the metering and
communication devices for individual appliances.
One can imagine a user tracking various types of
information on home energy consumption from a
single terminal: the home computer. Remote con-
trol of television usage and content could be
monitored in similar ways. Another important
home application is smoke detectors that could
not only monitor different parts of the house but
also communicate to track the spread of fire.
Such information could be conveyed to local fire-
fighters before they arrived on the scene along
with house blueprints. A similar type of array
could be used to detect the presence and spread
of gas leaks or other toxic fumes.

Sensor arrays also have great potential for
use at the sites of large accidents. One may wish
to consider, for example, the use of remote sens-
ing in rescue operations following the collapse of
a building. Sensor arrays could be rapidly
deployed at the site of an accident and used to
track heat, natural gas, and toxic substances.
Acoustic sensors and triangulation techniques
could be used to detect and locate trapped sur-
vivors. It may even be possible to avert such
tragedies altogether through the use of sensor
arrays. The collapse of walkways and balconies,
for example, can be predicted and tragedy avert-
ed by building stress and motion sensors into the
structures from the outset. One can imagine
large numbers of low-cost low-power sensors
being directly inserted into the concrete before it
is poured. Material fatigue can be detected and
tracked over time throughout the structure. Such
sensors must be robust and self-configuring, and
would require a very long lifetime, commensu-
rate with the lifetime of the structure.

Most sensors will be deployed with non-
rechargeable batteries. The problem of battery
lifetime in such sensors may be averted through
the use of ultra-small energy-harvesting radios.
Research on such radios, coined the PicoRadio,
promise radios smaller than 1 cm3, weighing less
than 100 g, with a power dissipation level below
100 mW [27]. This low level of power dissipation
enables nodes to extract sufficient power from
the environment — energy harvesting — to
maintain operation indefinitely. Such picoradios
open up new applications for sensor deployment
in buildings, homes, and even the human body.

In short, important applications of the future
are enabled by large numbers of very small,
lightweight, battery-powered sensors. These sen-
sors must be easily and rapidly deployed in large
numbers and, once deployed, must form a suit-
able network with a minimum of human inter-
vention. All of these requirements must be met
with a minimum of power consumption due to
battery limitations and, for many applications,
the inability to recharge these batteries

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS
Ad hoc wireless networks enable distributed
control, with remote plants, sensors and actua-
tors linked together via wireless communication
channels. Such networks are imperative for coor-
dinating unmanned mobile units, and greatly
reduce maintenance and reconfiguration costs
over distributed control systems with wired com-

munication links. Ad hoc wireless networks are
currently under investigation for supporting
coordinated control of multiple vehicles in an
automated highway system (AHS), remote con-
trol of manufacturing and other industrial pro-
cesses, and coordination of unmanned airborne
vehicles (UAVs) for military applications.

Current distributed control designs provide
excellent performance as well as robustness to
uncertainty in model parameters. However, these
designs are based on closed-loop performance
that assumes a centralized architecture, syn-
chronous clocked systems, and fixed topology.
Consequently, these systems require that the sen-
sor and actuator signals be delivered to the con-
troller with a small fixed delay. Ad hoc wireless
networks cannot provide any performance guar-
antee in terms of data rate, delay, or loss charac-
teristics: delays are typically random and packets
may be lost. Unfortunately, most distributed con-
trollers are not robust to these types of communi-
cation errors, and effects of small random delays
can be catastrophic [28, 29]. Thus, distributed
controllers must be redesigned for robustness to
the random delays and packet losses inherent to
wireless networks. Ideally, the ad hoc wireless
network can also be tailored to the requirements
of the controller. This is a relatively new area of
research: recent results in this area can be found
in [30] and the references therein. Energy con-
straints in distributed control systems will be high-
ly application-dependent: cars ON an automated
highway will have a large renewable energy
source, whereas sensors in most manufacturing
applications will have nonrechargeable batteries.

CROSS-LAYER DESIGN

The different applications discussed in the previ-
ous section have a wide range of network
requirements as well as different energy con-
straints for different network nodes. The net-
work requirements must be met despite
variations in the link characteristics on each hop,
the network topology, and the node traffic. It is
very difficult to ensure performance of the net-
work or the support of real-time or mission criti-
cal data in the face of these random variations.
There has been significant research directed
toward energy constraints, application require-
ments, and network variability at different levels
of the network protocol stack. Examples include
multiple antennas, coding, power control, and
adaptive techniques at the link layer, power con-
trol and scheduling at the MAC layer, energy-
constrained and delay-constrained routing at the
network layer, and application adaptation at the
application layer. These techniques will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the following sections.
However, these research efforts have mainly tar-
geted isolated components of the overall net-
work design, thereby ignoring important
interdependencies. Specifically, current ad hoc
wireless network protocol design is largely based
on a layered approach, as shown in Fig. 3. In this
model each layer in the protocol stack is
designed and operated independently, with
interfaces between layers that are static and
independent of the individual network con-
straints and applications. This paradigm has
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greatly simplified network design and led to the
robust scalable protocols in the Internet. Howev-
er, the inflexibility and suboptimality of this
paradigm result in poor performance for ad hoc
wireless networks in general, especially when
energy is a constraint or the application has high
bandwidth needs and/or stringent delay con-
straints. To meet these requirements a cross-
layer protocol design that supports adaptivity
and optimization across multiple layers of the
protocol stack is needed.

In an adaptive cross-layer protocol stack, the
link layer can adapt rate, power, and coding to
meet the requirements of the application given
current channel and network conditions. The
MAC layer can adapt based on underlying link and
interference conditions as well as delay constraints
and bit priorities. Adaptive routing protocols can
be developed based on current link, network, and
traffic conditions. Finally, the application layer can
utilize a notion of soft QoS that adapts to the
underlying network conditions to deliver the high-
est possible application quality. It is important that
the protocols at each layer not be developed in iso-
lation, but rather within an integrated and hierar-
chical framework to take advantage of the
interdependencies between them. These interde-
pendencies revolve around adaptivity at each layer
of the protocol stack, general system constraints,
such as energy and mobility, and the application(s)
the network is supporting.

Adaptivity at each layer of the protocol stack
should compensate for variations at that layer
based on the timescale of these variations.
Specifically, variations in link SINR are very fast,
on the order of microseconds for vehicle-based
users. Network topology changes more slowly,
on the order of seconds, while variations of user
traffic may change over tens to hundreds of sec-
onds. The different timescales of the network
variations suggest that each layer should attempt
to compensate for variation at that layer first. If
adapting locally is unsuccessful, information
should be exchanged with other layers for a
more general response. For example, suppose

the link connectivity (link SINR) in the wireless
link of an end-to-end network connection is
weak. By the time this connectivity information
is relayed to a higher level of the protocol stack
(i.e., the network layer for rerouting or the
application layer for reduced-rate compression),
the link SINR will most likely have changed.
Therefore, it makes sense for each protocol layer
to adapt to variations local to that layer. If this
local adaptation is insufficient to compensate for
the local performance degradation, the perfor-
mance metrics at the next layer of the protocol
stack will degrade as a result. Adaptation at this
next layer may then correct or at least mitigate the
problem that could not be fixed through local
adaptation. For example, consider again the weak
link scenario. Link connectivity can be measured
quite accurately and quickly at the link level. The
link protocol can therefore respond to weak con-
nectivity by increasing its transmit power or its
error correction coding. This will correct for varia-
tions in connectivity due to, for example, multipath
flat fading. However, if the weak link is caused by
something difficult to correct for at the link layer
(e.g., the mobile unit is inside a tunnel), it is better
for a higher layer of the network protocol stack to
respond by, say, delaying packet transmissions until
the mobile leaves the tunnel. Similarly, if nodes in
the network are highly mobile, link characteristics
and network topology will change rapidly. Inform-
ing the network layer of highly mobile nodes might
change the routing strategy from unicast to broad-
cast in the general direction of the intended user.
It is this integrated approach to adaptive network-
ing — how each layer of the protocol stack should
respond to local variations given adaptation at
higher layers — that forms the biggest challenge in
adaptive protocol design.

Energy conservation also requires a cross
layer design. For example, Shannon theory indi-
cates that the energy required to communicate
one bit of information decreases as the bit time
increases [31]. Thus, energy can be conserved by
transmitting a bit over a longer period of time.
However, this will clearly impact the MAC pro-
tocol and also the application. Routing is also an
interesting example. The most energy efficient
routing protocol in a sensor network may use a
centrally-located sensor to forward packets from
other sensors. However, the battery of this sen-
sor will be quickly exhausted, which might be
undesirable from an application standpoint.
Thus, the need for energy efficiency must be bal-
anced against the lifetime of each individual
node and the overall life of the network.

The above discussion indicates that in order
to support an adaptive cross-layer design, the
design and operation of the protocol stack must
evolve to that shown in Fig. 4. This figure indi-
cates that information must be exchanged across
all layers in the protocol stack. This information
exchange allows the protocols to adapt in a glob-
al manner to the application requirements and
underlying network conditions. In addition, all
protocol layers must be jointly optimized with
respect to global system constraints and charac-
teristics such as energy and high-mobility nodes.
In order to design a protocol stack based on Fig.
4, two fundamental questions must be answered:
• What information should be exchanged across

■ Figure 3. The OSI model for protocol stack
design and operation.
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protocol layers and how should that informa-
tion be adapted to?

• How should global system constraints and
characteristics be factored into the protocol
designs at each layer?
In the next several sections we will discuss the

design of the different layers in the protocol
stack, and then revisit cross-layer design relative
to these two questions. Cross-layer design is an
active theme in ad hoc wireless network design
today. However, there remain many open ques-
tions in the understanding and implementation
of this design philosophy.

LINK DESIGN ISSUES

The link layer design of energy-constrained ad
hoc wireless networks introduces many chal-
lenges. Wireless channels are generally a diffi-
cult communications medium, with relatively low
capacity per unit bandwidth, random amplitude
and phase fluctuations due to multipath fading,
intersymbol interference due to delay spread,
and interference from other nodes due to the
broadcast nature of the radio channel. The goal
of link layer design in ad hoc wireless networks
is to achieve rates close to the fundamental
capacity limits of the channel while overcoming
channel impairments using relatively little ener-
gy. In this section we explore capacity limits of
energy-constrained nodes along with the tech-
niques and design strategies to provide good link
layer performance under an energy constraint.

FUNDAMENTAL CAPACITY LIMITS
The fundamental capacity of a channel dictates
the maximum data rate that can be transmitted
over the channel with arbitrarily small probabili-
ty of error. Channel capacity for wireless chan-
nels under average or peak power constraints
has been the subject of intense research for
many years. This research was pioneered by
Claude Shannon in 1948 when he determined
the capacity of an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel to be C = Blog2(1 + SNR)
b/s, where B is the channel bandwidth and SNR
is the received signal-to-noise power ratio within
this bandwidth. There has been much recent
work on obtaining capacity expressions for chan-
nel models that better reflect the channels
underlying current wireless systems. Recent
results in this area include the capacity of single-
and multiuser fading channels under different
assumptions about channel information [32–35],
capacity of diversity channels [36], and capacity
of channels with multiple antennas at both the
transmitter and receiver [37, 38]. Capacity results
for fading channels indicate that power and rate
should be increased in good channel conditions
and decreased in poor channel conditions. The
multiple antenna results indicate that the capaci-
ty of wireless channels increases linearly with the
number of antennas at the transmitter/receiver;
however, this requires perfect channel estimates.
Degradation in these estimates can significantly
degrade the capacity gains resulting from multi-
ple antennas. In general, the capacity-achieving
codes for wireless channels have asymptotically
large block lengths. The long codes and complex
decoding in this optimal scheme drive the proba-

bility of error to zero for any data rate below
capacity, but the complexity of these schemes
makes them hard to approximate with practical
implementations.

Channel capacity under a hard transmit ener-
gy constraint, as opposed to a peak or average
power constraint, is a relatively new area of
research. With finite energy it is not possible to
transmit any number of bits with asymptotically
small error probability. This is easy to see intu-
itively by considering the transmission of a single
bit. The only way to ensure that two different val-
ues in signal space, representing the two possible
bit values, can be decoded with arbitrarily small
error is to make their separation arbitrarily large,
which requires arbitrarily large energy. Since arbi-
trarily small error probability is not possible
under a hard energy constraint, a different notion
of reliable communication is needed. The pio-
neering work by Gallager [39] in this area defines
reliable communication under a finite energy con-
straint in terms of the capacity per unit energy.
This capacity per unit energy is defined as the
maximum number of bits per unit energy that can
be transmitted such that the maximum likelihood
random coding error exponent is positive. This
definition ensures that for all rates below the
capacity per unit energy, error probability decreas-
es exponentially with the total energy, although it
will not be asymptotically small for finite-energy
channels. Gallager also shows that the capacity
per unit energy is achieved using an unlimited
number of degrees of freedom per transmitted
bit. This translates to either very wideband com-
munication [40] or using many symbols per bit,
the opposite of high-rate transmission schemes
under a power constraint (e.g., M-QAM, with M
b/symbol for M large).

Capacity per unit energy is also explored in
[31], and these results can be used to obtain the
capacity of finite-energy channels in terms of bits
[41]. Capacity in bits dictates the maximum num-
ber of bits that can be transmitted over a chan-
nel using finite energy given some nonzero

■ Figure 4. Adaptive cross-layer design and operation.
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probability of bit error (recall that this error
probability cannot be driven to zero with finite
energy). The capacity of a finite-energy channel
in bits is an important concept, since it indicates
that ad hoc wireless networks with finite energy
nodes only have a finite number of bits that a
given node can transmit before exhausting its
energy. Allocating those bits to the different
requirements of the network — information
transmission, exchange of routing information,
forwarding bits for other nodes, channel estima-
tion, and so on — becomes an interesting and
challenging optimization probl em that clearly
requires cross-layer design.

CODING
Channel coding can significantly reduce the power
required to achieve a given BER and is therefore
a common feature in energy-constrained link layer
design. Deep space communications engineers
have aggressively pursued the use of very complex
codes to minimize power. Most wireless systems
also use some form of error control coding to
reduce power consumption. Conventional error
control codes use block or convolutional code
designs: the error correction cabability of these

codes is obtained at the expense of an increased
signal bandwidth or a lower data rate [42]. Trellis
codes, invented by Ungerboeck in the ’70s [43],
use a joint design of the channel code and modu-
lation to provide good error correction without
any bandwidth or rate penalty.

For AWGN channels the challenge of achiev-
ing very low BERs with minimum power has for
the most part been met by turbo codes [44] and
the more general family of codes on graphs with
iterative decoding algorithms [45, 46]. While the
main ideas behind current research in codes on
graphs was introduced by Gallager in 1962, at
the time these coding techniques were thought
impractical and were generally not pursued by
researchers in the field. The landmark 1993
paper by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thitimajshima
on turbo codes [44] provided more than enough
motivation to revisit Gallager’s and other’s work
on iterative, graph-based decoding techniques. 

As first described by Berrou et al., turbo error
control consists of two key components: parallel
concatenated encoding and iterative “turbo”
decoding [44, 47]. A typical parallel concatenated
encoder is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of two par-
allel convolutional encoders separated by an
interleaver, with the input to the channel being
the data bits m along with the parity bits X1 and
X2 output from each of the encoders in response
to input m. The key to parallel concatenated
encoding lies in the recursive nature of the
encoders and the impact of the interleaver on the
information stream. Interleavers also play a signif-
icant role in the elimination of error floors [47].

Iterative or turbo decoding exploits the com-
ponent-code substructure of the turbo encoder
by associating a component decoder with each of
the component encoders. More specifically, each
decoder performs soft input/soft output decoding,
as shown in Fig. 6. In this figure decoder 1 gener-
ates a soft decision in the form of a probability
measure p(m1) on the transmitted data bits based
on the received codeword (m¢,X1¢). This reliability
information is passed to decoder 2, which gener-
ates its own probability measure p(m2) from its
received codeword (m¢,X2¢) and the probability
measure p(m1). This reliability information is
input to decoder 1, which revises its measure
based on this information and the original
received codeword. Decoder 1 sends the new reli-
ability information to decoder 2, which revises its
measure using this new information. Turbo decod-
ing proceeds in an iterative manner, with the two
component decoders alternately updating their
probability measures. Ideally the decoders eventu-
ally agree on probability measures that reduce to
hard decisions m = m1 = m2. However, the stop-
ping condition for turbo decoding is not well
defined, in part because there are many cases in
which the turbo decoding algorithm does not con-
verge; that is, the decoders cannot agree on the
value of m. Several methods have been proposed
for detecting convergence (if it occurs), including
bit estimate variance [48] and neural net-based
techniques [49].

Figure 7 indicates the performance of turbo
codes. It can be seen that at a BER of 10–5 a
recursive convolutional systematic (RCS) turbo
code provides an 8.5 dB coding gain over uncod-
ed systems and lies within 1.5 dB of the Shannon

■ Figure 5. A turbo encoder.
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capacity limit. The intuitive explanation for this
amazing performance is that the code complexity
introduced by the encoding structure is similar
to the codes that achieve Shannon capacity. The
iterative procedure of the turbo decoder allows
these codes to be decoded without excessive
complexity [46]. Similar performance gains have
been shown for bandwidth-constrained systems
through turbo trellis coded modulation [50–52].

The soft decisions of the turbo decoding algo-
rithm are highly dependent on the channel
model. The performance shown in Fig. 7 is for a
simple AWGN channel model. Turbo codes
designed for AWGN channels do not necessarily
perform well on wireless channels. However,
recent work has shown that turbo codes work
well on many wireless channels as long as an
accurate channel model is embedded into the
turbo decoding algorithm [53]. Recent results
also indicate that for wireless systems with poor
channel estimates, turbo codes may have inferior
performance to simpler codes like trellis codes
[54]. Note also that the turbo decoding algo-
rithm typically requires more signal processing
power than other decoders due to its iterative
nature. This additional energy requirement may
reduce the net energy gain of turbo codes.

MULTIPLE ANTENNAS
Multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or
receiver play a powerful role in improving the
performance and reducing the required transmit
power for wireless link layer designs. Multiple
antenna systems typically use either diversity,
beamsteering, or multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) techniques. Diversity combining is a
common technique to mitigate flat fading by
coherently combining multiple independently
fading copies of the signal [55]. By significantly
reducing the impact of flat fading, diversity com-
bining can lead to significant power savings [56].
This is indicated in Fig. 8, where we show the
performance of maximal-ratio combining (MRC)
diversity in Rayleigh fading with one (no diversi-
ty), two, and four branches. We see that com-
pared to no diversity, at a BER of 10–3

two-branch diversity saves 5.5 dB of power and
four-branch diversity saves 8.5 dB.

Beamsteering creates an effective antenna
pattern at the receiver with high gain in the
direction of the desired signal and low gain in all
other directions. Beamsteering is accomplished
by combining arrays of antennas with signal pro-
cessing in both space and time. The signal pro-
cessing typically adjusts the phase shifts at each
antenna to “steer” the beam in the desired direc-
tion. A simpler technique uses sectorized anten-
nas with switching between the sectors.
Beamsteering significantly improves energy effi-
ciency since transmitter power is focused in the
direction of its intended receiver. Beamsteering
also reduces interference power along with fad-
ing and intersymbol interference due to multi-
path, since the interference and multipath signals
are highly attenuated when they arrive from
directions other than that of the line-of-sight (or
dominant) signal. Results in [57] indicate that
beamsteering can significantly improve the trans-
mission range, data rates, and BER of wireless
links. Highly mobile nodes can diminish these

gains, since the beamsteering direction will be
shifting and difficult to determine accurately.

MIMO systems, where both transmitter and
receiver use multiple antennas, can significantly
increase the data rates possible on a given chan-
nel. In MIMO systems, if both the transmitter and
receiver have channel estimates, with N antennas
at the transmitter and receiver the MIMO system
can be transformed into N separate channels that
do not interfere with each other, providing a
roughly N-fold capacity increase over a system
with a single antenna at both the transmitter and
receiver. When the transmitter does not know the
channel, the optimal transmission strategy is a
space-time code, where bits are encoded over both
space and time [58]. These codes are highly com-
plex, so in practice suboptimal schemes like lay-
ered space-time codes are used and tend to
perform very well [59].

While multiple antenna techniques save trans-

■ Figure 7. Turbo code performance.
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mission power, they are often highly complex
and therefore require significant power for sig-
nal processing. Given a total energy constraint
this trade-off must be examined relative to each
system to determine if multiple antenna tech-
niques result in a net savings in energy.

POWER CONTROL
Power control is a potent mechanism for improv-
ing wireless network performance. At the link
layer power control can be used to compensate
for random channel variations due to multipath
fading, reduce the transmit power required to
obtain a given data rate and error probability,
minimize the probability of link outage, and
reduce interference to neighboring nodes. It can
also be used to meet hard delay constraints and
prevent buffer overflow.

Power control strategies at the link layer typi-
cally either maintain SINR on the link above a
required threshold by increasing power relative
to fading and interference or use a “water-fill-
ing” approach where power and rate are
increased for good channel conditions, decreased
for poor channel conditions, and set to zero
when the channel quality falls below a given cut-
off threshold [36]. The constant SINR strategy
works well for continuous stream traffic with a
delay constraint, where data is typically sent at a
fixed rate regardless of channel conditions. How-
ever, this power control strategy is not power-
efficient, since much power must be used to
maintain the constant SINR in deep fading con-
ditions. Optimal variation of transmission rate
and power maximizes average throughput [60]
and channel capacity [61], but the associated
variable-rate transmission and channel-depen-
dent delay may not be acceptable for some appli-
cations. Power control has also been used to
meet delay constraints for wireless data links. In
this approach power for transmission of a packet
increases as the packet approaches its delay con-
straint, thereby increasing the probability of suc-
cessful transmission [62]. A more complex
approach uses dynamic programming to mini-
mize the transmit power required to meet a hard
delay constraint [63], and the resulting power
consumption is much improved over power con-
trol that maintains a constant SINR.

Before closing this section, we want to empha-
size that power control has a significant impact on
protocols above the link layer. The level of trans-
mitter power defines the “local neighborhood” —
the collection of nodes that can be reached in a
single hop — and thus in turn defines the context
in which access, routing, and other higher-layer
protocols operate. Power control will therefore
play a key role in the development of efficient
cross-layer networking protocols. We will discuss
integration of power control with multiple access
and routing protocols in later sections.

ADAPTIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Adaptive resource allocation in link layer design
is a relatively new technique that provides robust
link performance with high throughput while
meeting application-specific constraints. The
basic premise is to adapt the link transmission
scheme to the underlying channel, interference,
and data characteristics through variation of the

transmitted power level, symbol transmission
rate, constellation size, coding rate/scheme, or
any combination of these parameters. Recent
work shows that adaptation can increase the link
spectral efficiency by a factor of five or more
over nonadaptive techniques while maintaining
the required link performance [10]. Moreover,
adaptive modulation can compensate for SINR
variations due to interference as well as multi-
path fading and can be used to meet different
QoS requirements of multimedia [64] by priori-
tizing delay-constrained bits and adjusting trans-
mit power to meet BER requirements.

Recent work in adaptive resource allocation
has investigated combinations of power, rate,
code, and BER adaptation ([60] and the refer-
ences therein). These schemes typically assume
some finite number of power levels, modulation
schemes, and codes, and the optimal combina-
tion is chosen based on system conditions and
constraints. Only a small number of power lev-
els, rates, and/or codes are needed to achieve
near-optimal performance, since there is a criti-
cal number of degrees of freedom needed for
good performance of adaptive resource alloca-
tion, and beyond this critical number additional
degrees of freedom provide minimal perfor-
mance gain [60]. In particular, power control in
addition to variable-rate transmission provides
negligible capacity increase in fading channels
[61], cellular systems [65, 66], and ad hoc wire-
less networks [4]. Code-division multiple access
(CDMA) systems, in addition to varying power,
data rate, and channel coding, can also adjust
their spreading gain or the number of spreading
codes assigned to a given user [67, 68]. The ben-
efits of assigning multiple spreading codes per
user are greatest when some form of multiuser
detection is used, since otherwise self-interfer-
ence is introduced [69]. Note also that in adap-
tive CDMA systems all transmitters sending to a
given receiver must coordinate since they inter-
fere with each other.

Other adaptive techniques include variation
of the link layer retransmission strategy as well
as its frame size. The frame is the basic informa-
tion block transmitted over the link and includes
overhead in the form of header and error con-
trol bits. Shorter frames entail higher overhead,
but are less likely to be corrupted by sporadic
interference and require less time for retrans-
mission. Recent results have shown that optimiz-
ing frame length can significantly improve
throughput as well as energy efficiency [70].

Data communications require corrupted
packets to be retransmitted so that all bits are
correctly received. Current protocols typically
discard the corrupted packet and start over
again on the retransmission. However, recent
work has shown that diversity combining of
retransmitted packets or retransmitting addition-
al redundant code bits instead of the entire
packet can substantially increase throughput [71,
references therein]. A performance comparison
of incremental redundancy against that of adap-
tive modulation is given in [72].

MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL DESIGN ISSUES

The medium access control protocol dictates
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how different users share the available spectrum.
There are two components to this spectrum allo-
cation: how to divide the spectrum into different
channels, and then how to assign these different
channels to different users. In the first subsec-
tion below we discuss channelization: the differ-
ent methods that can be used to divide the
spectrum into different channels. The next two
sections deal with channel assignment. When
users have very bursty traffic the most efficient
mechanism to assign channels is random access,
where users contend for a channel whenever
they have data to transmit. This contention is
inefficient when users have continuous stream
data or long packet bursts. In this case some
form of scheduling helps to prevent collisions
and ensure continuous connections. We con-
clude this section with a discussion of the role
power control plays in multiple access strategies.

CHANNELIZATION
Methods to divide the spectrum into different
channels include frequency division, time divi-
sion, code division, and hybrid combinations of
these methods. In code division either orthogo-
nal or semi-orthogonal spreading code tech-
niques may be used, although orthogonal codes
often do not maintain orthogonality after trans-
mission through a wireless channel. Time divi-
sion, frequency division, and orthogonal code
division are equivalent in that they all divide up
the spectrum orthogonally, and this orthogonal
division results in the same number of channels
[73]. Without frequency reuse, code division with
semi-orthogonal codes has inferior capacity to
that of orthogonal techniques due to its intro-
duction of interference between users. However,
multiuser detection can increase the capacity of
semi-orthogonal code division above that of the
orthogonal channelization methods. These
capacity conclusions are based on idealized
implementations. In practice, due to implemen-
tation and signal propagation issues, these capac-
ity conclusions are not necessarily accurate.
Frequency reuse and bursty traffic make the
capacity trade-offs between the different chan-
nelization methods even more difficult to deter-
mine. We now describe each of these division
techniques in more detail.

In frequency division the system bandwidth is
divided into nonoverlapping channels, and each
active user is assigned a different channel. If the
channel bandwidth does not exceed the inverse of
the multipath delay spread in the channel, fre-
quency-division systems do not require intersym-
bol interference compensation (e.g., equalization
or multicarrier modulation) [55, 74]. Frequency
division is generally the simplest channelization
technique to implement, but it is rather inflexible.
In particular, it is difficult to allocate multiple
channels on demand to a single user, since this
requires simultaneous demodulation of multiple
channels in different frequency bands.

Time division is an alternate technique, where
time is divided into orthogonal time slots. Active
users with continuous stream data are typically
assigned a cyclically repeating timeslot. These
active users do not transmit continuously, so
functions such as channel probing can be done
during idle times. One difficulty of using time

division is the need for synchronization among
all nodes transmitting to the same receiver.
Since these different nodes will have different
propagation delays to the receiver, the timeslots
must be synchronized so that they remain
orthogonal after these respective delays. The
channels associated with a time-division system
are typically wideband relative to multipath
delay spread, and thus require intersymbol inter-
ference mitigation, often in the form of an equal-
izer. Time division has more flexibility for
dynamic channel allocation than frequency divi-
sion, since multiple time slots can be assigned to
a user on demand with no complexity increase in
transmission or reception.

In code division, time and bandwidth are used
simultaneously by different users, modulated by
orthogonal or semi-orthogonal spreading codes.
The receiver then uses the spreading code prop-
erties to separate out the different users. One of
the big advantages of channelization using spread
spectrum is that little dynamic coordination of
users in time or frequency is required, since the
users can be separated by the code properties
alone. In addition, since time and frequency divi-
sion carve up time and bandwidth into orthogonal
pieces, there is a hard limit on how many users
can simultaneously occupy the system. This is also
true for code division using orthogonal codes. In
contrast, if semi-orthogonal codes are used, the
number of users is interference-limited. Specifical-
ly, there is no hard limit on how many users can
simultaneously share the channel. However, since
semi-orthogonal codes interfere with each other,
the more users that are packed into the same
channel, the higher the level of interference,
which degrades the performance of all the users.
Moreover, semiorthogonal code-division systems
typically require power control to compensate for
the near-far problem. The near-far problem arises
because users modulating their signals with differ-
ent spreading codes interfere with each other.
Suppose that one user is very close to the receiv-
er, and another user is very far away. If both
users transmit at the same power level, the inter-
ference from the close user will swamp the signal
from the far user. Thus, power control is used
such that the received signal powers from all
users are roughly the same. This form of power
control, which essentially inverts any attenuation
and/or fading introduced by the channel, causes
each interferer to contribute an equal amount of
power, thereby eliminating the near-far problem.

Performance of code-division systems can be
significantly improved using both RAKE
receivers and multiuser detection. A RAKE
receiver takes advantage of the structure of the
spreading codes to coherently combine the mul-
tipath components of the received signal [55].
Multiuser detection schemes, pioneered by
Verdu, take advantage of the fact that the inter-
ference from other users arises from a known
semi-orthogonal spreading code sequence. Thus,
this interference can be decoded and subtracted
out, thereby eliminating most interference
between users and the need for power control
[75]. While multiuser detection promises signifi-
cant performance enhancement, the detection
scheme must have a low probability of bit error,
since bits that are incorrectly detected are sub-
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tracted from the signals of other users, which
may cause them to be decoded in error as well
(error propagation). These detection strategies
can also be highly sensitive to channel estimation
errors. Finally, multiuser detection significantly
increases the complexity (and associated energy
requirements) of the receivers. For these reasons
multiuser detection has not yet permeated exist-
ing code-division system designs. Even without
multiuser detection, code-division systems have
the most complex receivers of all the channeliza-
tion techniques due to spreading code acquisi-
tion and synchronization requirements along
with power control. Note also that multiuser
detection requires knowledge at the receiver of
the spreading codes associated with each signal
it receives, which entails some control overhead
in an ad hoc wireless network.

RANDOM ACCESS
Given a channelization scheme, each user can be
assigned a different channel for some period of
time. However, most data users do not require
continuous transmission, so dedicated channel
assignment can be extremely inefficient. More-
over, most systems have many more total users
(active plus idle users) than channels, so at any
given time channels can only be allocated to
users that need them. Random access strategies
are used in such systems to assign channels to
active users. Random access techniques were
pioneered by Abramson with the Aloha protocol
[76]. In Aloha users are assumed to share a set
of common channels. In unslotted or “pure”
Aloha, the users transmit on one of these chan-
nels whenever they have data to send. Should
two users “collide,” they both wait a random
amount of time before retransmitting. The goal,
of course, is to prevent the users from colliding
once again when they retransmit. In slotted
Aloha, the users are further constrained by a
requirement that they only begin transmitting at
the start of a time slot. The use of such time
slots increases the maximum possible throughput
of the channel [77], but also introduces the need
for a synchronization mechanism of some sort.
Even in a slotted system, collisions occur when-
ever two or more users attempt transmission in
the same slot. Error control coding can result in
correct detection of a packet even after a colli-
sion, but if the error correction is insufficient,
the packet must be retransmitted, resulting in a
complete waste of the energy consumed in the
original transmission. A study on design opti-
mization between error correction and retrans-
mission is described in [78].

Collisions can be reduced by carrier sense

multiple access (CSMA), where users sense the
channel and delay transmission if they detect
that another user is currently transmitting [77].
CSMA only works when all users can hear each
other’s transmissions, which is typically not the
case in wireless systems due to the nature of
wireless propagation. This gives rise to the hid-
den terminal problem, illustrated in Fig. 9, where
each node can hear its immediate neighbor but
no other nodes in the network. In this figure
both nodes 3 and 5 wish to transmit to node 4.
Suppose node 5 starts its transmission. Since
node 3 is too far away to detect this transmis-
sion, it assumes that the channel is idle and
begins its transmission, thereby causing a colli-
sion with node 5’s transmission. Node 3 is said
to be hidden from node 5 since it cannot detect
node 5’s transmission. Aloha with CSMA also
creates inefficiencies in channel utilization from
the exposed terminal problem, also illustrated in
Fig. 9. Suppose the exposed terminal in this fig-
ure, node 2, wishes to send a packet to node 1 at
the same time node 3 is sending to node 4. When
node 2 senses the channel it will detect node 3’s
transmission and assume the channel is busy,
even though node 3 does not interfere with the
reception of node 2’s transmission by node 1.
Thus, node 2 will not transmit to node 1 even
though no collision would have occurred.

The collisions introduced by hidden terminals
and inefficiencies introduced by exposed termi-
nals are often addressed by a four-way hand-
shake prior to transmission, as in the 802.11
WLAN protocol [79, 80]. However, this hand-
shake protocol is based on single-hop routing,
and recent work indicates that its performance
in multihop networks may be suboptimal [81,
82]. Another technique to avoid hidden and
exposed terminals is busy tone transmission. In
this strategy users first check to see whether the
transmit channel is busy by listening for a busy
tone on a separate control channel [77]. This is
typically not an actual busy tone; instead, a bit is
set in a predetermined field on the control chan-
nel. This scheme works well in preventing colli-
sions when a centralized controller can be
“heard” by users throughout the network. In a
flat network without centralized control, more
complicated measures are used to ensure that
any potential interferer on the first channel can
hear the busy tone on the second [83]. Hybrid
techniques using handshakes, busy tone trans-
mission, and power control are investigated in
[84]. Note that while the four-way handshake
and busy tone transmission both reduce colli-
sions due to the hidden terminal problem, they
tend to aggravate the exposed terminal problem,
leading to less efficient utilization of the avail-
able channels in the network. A solution to this
problem is to have both transmitter and receiver
send busy tones [83].

Random access protocols can be more ener-
gy-efficient by limiting the amount of time a
given node spends transmitting and receiving.
The paging industry developed a solution to this
problem several decades ago by scheduling
“sleep” periods for pagers. The basic idea is that
each pager need only listen for transmissions
during certain short periods of time. This is a
simple solution to implement when a central

■ Figure 9. Hidden and exposed terminals in random access.
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controller is available. It is less obvious how to
implement such strategies within the framework
of a distributed control algorithm. Access proto-
cols that utilize node sleep times to minimize
energy consumption are investigated in [13].

Random access schemes can be made more
flexible in general, and more energy aware in
particular, by adopting a dynamic programming
approach to decisions about transmissions.
Under dynamic programming, decision making
is based on utility (cost) functions: an agent will
act or not, depending on utility of the action as
indicated by a utility function computed over
some time period. A given protocol can be made
energy aware by introducing the cost of a trans-
mission into the utility function.

Consider the case of Aloha. In work conduct-
ed by MacKenzie at Cornell, a game-theoretic
version of Aloha was developed that initially
focused on a simple “collision game” [85]. It is
assumed in this game that players know the num-
ber of backlogged users, n. G(n) is then the game
in which there are currently n users backlogged.
In each stage of G(n) each of the n backlogged
players must decide whether to transmit or wait.
If one player decides to transmit and the rest
decide to wait, the player who transmits will
receive a payoff of 1 – c, where c is the cost of a
transmission, and each of the other (n – 1) play-
ers will then proceed to play G(n – 1) in the next
period. If either no users transmit or more than
one user transmits, all players will play G(n) again
in the next period. Players place a lower value on
payoffs in later stages than on current payoffs via
a discount factor. The cost of delay and the ener-
gy cost of transmission are parameters of the cost
function that can be tailored to the particular
application. The resulting system is both stable (in
the language of game theory, there is a Nash
equilibrium) and distributed. It allows for individ-
ual nodes to make autonomous decisions on
retransmission strategies. This simple version of
the game assumes that the users know the num-
ber of backlogged users within the local neighbor-
hood, but it is possible to develop utility functions
that reflect less ideal situations. In general, the
decision-theoretic approach provides a convenient
way to embed the cost of transmission decisions
into random access protocols.

SCHEDULING
Random access protocols work well with bursty
traffic where there are many more users than
available channels, yet these users rarely trans-
mit. If users have long strings of packets or con-
tinuous stream data, then random access works
poorly as most transmissions result in collisions.
Thus channels must be assigned to users in a
more systematic fashion by transmission schedul-
ing. In scheduled access the available bandwidth
is channelized into multiple time, frequency, or
code division channels. Each node schedules its
transmission on different channels in such a way
as to avoid conflicts with neighboring nodes
while making the most efficient use of the avail-
able time and frequency resources. While there
has been much work on transmission scheduling,
or channel assignment, in cellular systems [86],
the centralized control in these systems greatly
simplifies the problem. Distributed scheduled

access in ad hoc wireless networks in general is
an NP-hard problem [87]. Selman et al. have
recently discovered that NP-hard problems
exhibit a rapid change in complexity as the size
of the problem grows [88, 89]. The identification
of this “phase transition” provides an opportuni-
ty for bounding the complexity of problems like
scheduled access by staying on the good side of
the phase transition.

Even with a scheduling access protocol, some
form of Aloha will still be needed since a prede-
fined mechanism for scheduling will be, by defi-
nition, unavailable at startup. Aloha provides a
means for initial contact and the establishment
of some form of scheduled access for the trans-
mission of relatively large amounts of data. A sys-
tematic approach to this initialization that also
combines the benefits of random access for bursty
data with scheduling for continuous data is packet
reservation multiple access (PRMA) [90]. PRMA
assumes a slotted system with both continuous
and bursty users (e.g., voice and data users). Mul-
tiple users vie for a given time slot under a ran-
dom access strategy. A successful transmission by
one user in a given time slot reserves that time
slot for all subsequent transmissions by the same
user. If the user has a continuous or long trans-
mission, after successfully capturing the channel
he/she has a dedicated channel for the remainder
of his/her transmission (assuming subsequent
transmissions are not corrupted by the channel:
this corruption causes users to lose their slots,
and they must then recontend for an unreserved
slot, which can entail significant delay). When this
user has no more packets to transmit, the slot is
returned to the pool of available slots that users
attempt to capture via random access. Thus, data
users with short transmissions benefit from the
random access protocol assigned to unused slots,
and users with continuous transmissions get
scheduled periodic transmissions after successfully
capturing an initial slot. A similar technique using
a combined reservation and Aloha policy is
described in [14].

Scheduling under an energy constraint further
complicates the problem. As discussed in an earli-
er section, channel capacity under a finite energy
constraint is maximized by transmitting each bit
over a very long period of time. However, when
multiple users wish to access the channel, the
transmission time allocated to each user must be
limited. Recent work has investigated optimal
scheduling algorithms to minimize transmit energy
for multiple users sharing a channel [91]. In this
work scheduling was optimized to minimize the
transmission energy required by each user subject
to a deadline or delay constraint. The energy mini-
mization was based on judiciously varying packet
transmission time (and corresponding energy con-
sumption) to meet the delay constraints of the
data. This scheme was shown to be significantly
more energy efficient than a deterministic sched-
ule with the same deadline constraint.

POWER CONTROL
Access protocols can be made more efficient and
distributed by taking advantage of power con-
trol. Work in this area has mainly focused on
maintaining the SINR of each user sharing the
channel above a given threshold, which may be
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different for different users [11]. Necessary and
sufficient conditions to ensure that a feasible set
of transmit powers for all users exists under
which these users can meet their threshold SINR
levels given the link gains between them are
determined in [11]. Battery power for each user
is minimized by finding the minimum power vec-
tor within the feasible set. This algorithm can also
be performed in a distributed manner, which
eliminates the need for centralized power control.
Access to the system can be based on whether the
new user causes other users to fall below their
SINR targets. Specifically, when a new user
requests access to the system, a centralized con-
troller can determine if a set of transmit powers
exists such that he/she can be admitted without
degrading existing users below their desired SINR
threshold. This admission can also be done using
the distributed algorithm, where the new user
gradually ramps up his/her power, which causes
interference to other existing users in the system.
If the new user can be accommodated in the sys-
tem without violating the SINR requirements of
existing users, then the power control algorithms
of the new and existing users eventually converge
to the feasible power vector under which all users
(new and existing) meet their SINR targets. If the
new user cannot be accommodated, as he/she
ramps up his/her power the other users will
increase their powers to maintain their SINRs
such that the new user remains far from his/her
SINR target. After some number of iterations
without reaching his/her target, the new user will
either back off from the channel and try again
later or adjust his/her SINR target to a lower
value and try again.

A power control strategy for multiple access
that takes into account delay constraints is pro-
posed and analyzed in [62]. This strategy opti-
mizes the transmit power relative to both
channel conditions and the delay constraint via
dynamic programming. The optimal strategy

exhibits three modes: very low-power transmis-
sion when the channel is poor and the tolerable
delay large, higher power when the channel and
delay are average, and very high-power transmis-
sion when the delay constraint is tight. This
strategy exhibits significant power savings over
constant power transmission while meeting the
delay constraints of the traffic.

Power control has also been extensively stud-
ied for cellular systems [92, references therein].
In cellular systems the power adaptation of each
mobile is typically controlled by a centralized
base station in each cell, and the base stations
coordinate to optimize power allocation across
all mobiles in the network. Distributed power
control for cellular systems has also been investi-
gated [93]. In general, power control in cellular
systems, often in combination with channel or
rate allocation, improves spatial channel reuse
by managing interference, thereby significantly
increasing cellular network capacity. The bene-
fits of power control for both voice and data in
cellular systems has been well established, and
most next-generation cellular system designs
include some form of power control. However,
there are few results outside of [11] on the
design and performance of power control
schemes in ad hoc wireless networks, and this
remains an active area of research.

NETWORK DESIGN ISSUES

NEIGHBOR DISCOVERY AND
NETWORK CONNECTIVITY

“Neighbor discovery” is one of the first steps in
the initialization of a network of randomly dis-
tributed nodes. From the perspective of the indi-
vidual node, this is the process of determining the
number and identity of network nodes with which
direct communication can be established given
some maximum power level and minimum link
performance requirements (typically in terms of
data rate and associated BER). Clearly the higher
the allowed transmit power, the greater the num-
ber of nodes in a given neighborhood.

Neighbor discovery begins with a probe of
neighboring nodes using an initial power con-
straint. If the number of nodes thus contacted is
insufficient to ensure some minimal connectivity
requirements then the power constraint is
relaxed and probing repeated. The minimal con-
nectivity requirements will depend on the appli-
cation, but most ad hoc wireless network
applications assume a fully-connected network
whereby each node can reach every other node,
often through multiple hops. The exact number
of neighbors that each node requires to obtain a
fully-connected network depends on the exact
network configuration but is generally on the
order of six to eight for randomly distributed
immobile nodes [77, 94]. An analysis of the mini-
mum transmit power required at each node to
maintain full connectivity is done in [95, 96].
Clearly the ability of the network to stay con-
nected will decrease with node mobility, so
maintaining full connectivity under high mobility
will require larger neighborhoods and an associ-
ated increase in transmit power at each node.

It is interesting to note that, given a random

■ Figure 10. Network connectivity vs. node density.
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distribution of nodes, the likelihood of complete
connectivity changes abruptly from zero to one as
the transmission range of each node is increased.
The sensitivity of the location of this “zero-one”
transition to the density of nodes is shown in Fig.
10 from [97] for a static network. This figure
shows several curves, each corresponding to a dif-
ferent number (n) of randomly distributed nodes
in a region of fixed size. The curves thus reflect,
from left to right, a decreasing level of node den-
sity. Note that the transmission range required for
the network to be fully connected increases as the
node density decreases, reflecting the increased
probability of deep holes, to borrow a term from
the theory of lattices.

Connectivity is heavily influenced by the ability
to adapt various parameters at the link layer such
as rate, power, and coding, since communication
is possible even on links with low SINR if these
parameters are adapted [19]. The sensitivity of
connectivity to transmit power level can be repre-
sented abstractly through the theory of transmis-
sion graphs [97]. Figure 11 shows a series of
transmission graphs: graphs in which edges exist
between pairs of nodes if and only if the distance
between the nodes is less than or equal to a given
bound. The series of graphs shows how connectiv-
ity can increase dramatically with transmit power
given a random distribution of nodes.

From the standpoint of power efficiency and
operational lifetime, it is also very important that
nodes be able to decide whether or not to take a
nap. These sleep decisions must take into account
network connectivity, so it follows that these deci-
sions are local but not autonomous. Mechanisms
that support such decisions can be based on
neighbor discovery coupled with some means of
ordering decisions within the neighborhood. In a
given area, the opportunity to sleep should be cir-
culated among the nodes, ensuring that connec-
tivity is not lost through the coincidence of several
identical decisions to go to sleep.

ROUTING
The multihop routing protocol in an ad hoc wire-
less network is a significant design challenge,

especially under energy constraints where the
exchange of routing data consumes precious ener-
gy resources. Most work in multihop routing pro-
tocols falls into three main categories: flooding,
proactive routing (centralized or distributed), and
reactive routing [98–100, references therein].

In flooding a packet is broadcast to all nodes
within receiving range. These nodes also broad-
cast the packet, and the forwarding continues
until the packet reaches its ultimate destination.
Flooding has the advantage that it is highly
robust to changing network topologies and
requires little routing overhead. In fact, in highly
mobile networks flooding may be the only feasi-
ble routing strategy. The obvious disadvantage is
that multiple copies of the same packet traverse
through the network, wasting bandwidth and
battery power of the transmitting nodes. This
disadvantage makes flooding impractical for all
but the smallest of networks.

The opposite philosophy to flooding is cen-
tralized route computation. In this approach
information about channel conditions and net-
work topology are determined by each node and
forwarded to a centralized location that com-
putes the routing tables for all nodes in the net-
work. The criterion used to compute the
“optimal” route depends on the optimization cri-
terion: common criteria include minimum aver-
age delay, minimum number of hops, and
recently, minimum network congestion [101].
While centralized route computation provides
the most efficient routing according to the opti-
mality condition, it cannot adapt to fast changes
in the channel conditions or network topology,
and also requires much overhead for collecting
local node information and then disseminating
the routing information. Centralized route com-
putation, like flooding, is typically only used in
very small networks.

Distributed route computation is the most
common routing procedure used in ad hoc wire-
less networks. In this protocol nodes send their
connectivity information to neighboring nodes,
and then routes are computed from this local
information. In particular, nodes determine the

■ Figure 11. Connectivity increases with transmission radius R (scales with power).
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next hop in the route of a packet based on this
local information. There are several advantages
of distributed route computation. First, the over-
head of exchanging routing information with
local nodes is minimal. In addition, this strategy
adapts quickly to link and connectivity changes.
The disadvantages of this strategy are that global
routes based on local information are typically
suboptimal, and routing loops are often common
in the distributed route computation.

Both centralized and distributed routing
require fixed routing tables that must be updat-
ed at regular intervals. An alternate approach is
reactive (on-demand) routing, where routes are
created only at the initiation of a source node
that has traffic to send to a given destination.
This eliminates the overhead of maintaining
routing tables for routes not currently in use. In
this strategy a source node initiates a route dis-
covery process when it has data to send. This
process will determine if one or more routes are
available to the destination. The route or routes
are maintained until the source has no more
data for that particular destination. The advan-
tage of reactive routing is that globally efficient
routes can be obtained with relatively little over-
head, since these routes need not be maintained
at all times. The disadvantage is that reactive
routing can entail significant delay, since the
route discovery process is initiated when there is
data to send, but this data cannot be transmitted
until the route discovery process has concluded.
Recently a combination of reactive and proactive
routing has been proposed to reduce the delay
associated with reactive routing as well as the
overhead associated with proactive routing [99].

Mobility has a huge impact on routing proto-
cols as it can cause established routes to no
longer exist. High mobility especially degrades
the performance of proactive routing, since rout-
ing tables quickly become outdated, requiring an
enormous amount of overhead to keep them up
to date. Flooding is effective in maintaining
routes under high mobility, but has a huge price
in terms of network efficiency. A modification of
flooding called multipath routing has been
recently proposed, whereby a packet is duplicat-
ed on only a few paths with a high likelihood of
reaching its final destination [100]. This tech-
nique has been shown to perform well under
dynamically changing topologies.

Energy constraints in the routing protocol sig-
nificantly change the problem. First of all, the
exchange of routing information between nodes
entails an energy cost: this cost must be traded
against the energy savings that result from using
this information to make routes more efficient. In
addition, even with perfect information about the
links and network topology, the route computa-
tion must change to take energy constraints into
account. Specifically, a route utilizing a small
number of hops (low delay) may use significantly
more energy (per node and/or total energy) than
a route consisting of a larger number of hops.
Moreover, if one node is often used for forward-
ing packets the battery of that node will die out
quickly, making that node unavailable for trans-
mitting its own data or forwarding packets for
others. Thus, the routing protocol under energy
constraints must somehow balance delay con-

straints, battery lifetime, and routing efficiency.
There has been much recent work on evaluating

routing protocols under energy constraints. In [102]
simulations were used to compare the energy con-
sumption of different well-known routing protocols.
Their results indicate that reactive routing is more
energy efficient. This is not surprising since proac-
tive routing must maintain routing tables via contin-
uous exchange of routing information, which entails
a significant energy cost. This work was extended in
[103] to more accurately model the energy con-
sumption of radios in a “listening” mode. The ener-
gy consumption for this mode, ignored in [101], was
significant; based on this more accurate model, it
was concluded that the proactive and reactive rout-
ing schemes analyzed in [102] have roughly the
same energy consumption. The article goes on to
propose a sleep mode for nodes that reduces ener-
gy consumption by up to 40 percent. Other work in
this area combines routing, power control, and
adaptive coding to minimize the energy cost of
routes [104]. Power control to optimize energy effi-
ciency in routing is also studied in [105].

SCALABILITY AND DISTRIBUTED PROTOCOLS
Scalability arises naturally in the design of self-
configuring ad hoc wireless networks. The key to
self-configuration lies in the use of distributed
network control algorithms — algorithms that
adjust local performance to account for local con-
ditions. To the extent that these algorithms forgo
the use of centralized information and control
resources, the resulting network will be scalable.
Work on scalability in ad hoc wireless networks
has mainly focused on self-organization [13, 106],
distributed routing [107], mobility management
[7], QoS support, and security [108]. Note that
distributed protocols often consume a fair amount
of energy in local processing and message
exchange: this is analyzed in detail for security
protocols in [109]. Thus, interesting trade-offs
arise as to how much local processing should be
done vs. transmitting information to a centralized
location for processing. Most work on scalability
in ad hoc wireless networks has focused on rela-
tively small networks, less than 100 nodes. Many
of the applications described earlier, especially
sensor networks, could have hundreds to thou-
sands of nodes or even more. The ability of exist-
ing network protocols to scale to such large
network sizes remains an open question.

NETWORK CAPACITY
The fundamental capacity limit of an ad hoc
wireless network — the set of maximum data
rates possible between all nodes — is a highly
challenging problem in information theory. In
fact, the capacity for simple channel configura-
tions within an ad hoc wireless network, such as
the general relay and interference channel,
remain unsolved [110]. In a recent landmark
paper an upper bound on the performance of an
asymptotically large ad hoc wireless network in
terms of the uniformly achievable maximum data
rate was determined [12]. Surprisingly, this result
indicates that even with optimal routing and
scheduling, the per-node rate in a large ad hoc
wireless network goes to zero. To a large extent
this pessimistic result indicates that in a large
network all nodes should not communicate with
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all other nodes: there should be distributed pro-
cessing of information within local neighbor-
hoods. This work was extended in [111] to show
that node mobility actually increases the per-
node rate to a constant (i.e., mobility increases
network capacity). This result follows from the
fact that mobility introduces variation in the net-
work that can be exploited to improve per-user
rates. Other recent work in this area has deter-
mined achievable rate regions for ad hoc wire-
less networks using adaptive transmission
strategies [4] and an information theoretic analy-
sis on achievable rates between nodes [112].

APPLICATION DESIGN ISSUES

In true cross-layer protocol design, the highest
layer — the application — can play a significant
role in network efficiency. In this section we
consider network adaptation to the application
requirements and application adaptation to the
underlying network capabilities.

ADAPTIVE QOS
The Internet today, even with high-speed high-
quality fixed communication links, is unable to
deliver guaranteed QoS to applications in terms of
guaranteed end-to-end rates or delays. For ad hoc
wireless networks, with low-capacity error-prone
time-varying links, mobile users, and a dynamic
topology, the notion of being able to guarantee
these forms of QoS is simply unrealistic. There-
fore, ad hoc wireless network applications must
adapt to time-varying QoS parameters offered by
the network. While adaptivity at the link and net-
work levels as described earlier will provide the
best possible QoS to the application, this QoS will
vary with time as channel conditions, network
topology, and user demands change. Applications
must therefore adapt to the QoS offered. There
can also be a negotiation for QoS such that users
with higher priority can obtain better QoS by low-
ering the QoS of less important users.

As a simple example, the network may offer
the application a rate-delay trade-off curve
derived from the capabilities of the lower-layer
protocols [30]. The application layer must then
decide at which point on this curve to operate.
Some applications may be able to tolerate a
higher delay but not a lower overall rate. Exam-
ples include data applications in which the over-
all data rate must be high but latency might be
tolerable. Other applications might be extremely
sensitive to delay (e.g., a distributed control
application) but might be able to tolerate a
lower rate (e.g., via a coarser quantization of
sensor data). Energy constraints introduce anoth-
er set of trade-offs related to network perfor-
mance versus longevity. Thus, these trade-off
curves will typically be multidimensional to
incorporate rate, delay, BER, longevity, and so
on. These trade-off curves will also change with
time as the number of users on the network and
the network environment change.

APPLICATION ADAPTATION AND
CROSS LAYER DESIGN REVISITED

In addition to adaptive QoS, the application
itself can adapt to the QoS offered. For exam-

ple, for applications like video with a hard delay
constraint, the video compression algorithm
might change its compression rate such that the
source rate adjusts to the rate the network can
deliver under the delay constraint. Thus, under
poor network conditions compression would be
higher (lower transmission rate) and the end
quality poorer. There has been much recent
work on application adaptation for wireless net-
works [113–115, references therein]. This work
indicates that even demanding applications like
video can deliver good overall performance
under poor network conditions if the application
is given the flexibility to adapt.

The concept of application adaptation returns
us to the cross-layer design issue discussed earli-
er. While the application can adapt to a rate-
delay-performance trade-off curve offered by the
network and underlying links, by making the
lower-layer protocols aware of the trade-offs
inherent to the application adaptation, that
trade-off curve might be adjusted to improve
end-to-end performance without using up more
resources in the network. In other words, if the
application is aware of the lower-layer protocol
trade-offs and these protocols are aware of the
application trade-offs, these trade-off curves can
be merged to operate at the best point relative
to end-to-end performance. While implementing
this philosophy remains a wide open research
problem, it holds significant promise for the per-
formance of ad hoc wireless networks.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have described recent advances in ad hoc
wireless network protocols and the strong inter-
action that occurs across different protocol lay-
ers. While there is still work to be done on
improving link, medium access, network, and
application protocols, the interactions across
these different protocol layers invite novel cross-
layer designs that exploit these interdependen-
cies. Cross-layer design is particularly important
under energy constraints, since energy across the
entire protocol stack must be minimized.

The biggest design challenges in ad hoc wire-
less networks are the lack of centralized control,
limited node capability, and variability of the links
and network topology. Methods to address these
challenges include intelligent distributed control
protocols, node redundancy and coordination,
and adaptivity at each layer of the protocol stack
to compensate for and exploit variability. Recent
breakthroughs in ad hoc wireless network design
have come from thinking outside the box: the box
of layered protocol designs, the box of wireline
protocols, the box of guaranteed QoS for
demanding applications, and the box of applica-
tion-agnostic networks. Much more out-of-box
thinking is required to deliver the great promise
offered by ad hoc wireless networks.
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